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Welcome to our 
Public Information Centre

• The purpose of this information 
centre is to:

Provide an update on the project
Present project changes
Present new studies that have been 
undertaken since last PIC
Listen to you
Respond to your questions

• We welcome an open and 
respectful dialogue with you 
regarding the project.



Project Overview & Update

• The project has been in the planning stages for over 
10 years – the first PIC was held in 2004.

• An Environmental Screening Report was completed 
(July 2009) and Notice of Completion was published 
on July 15, 2009. 

• The proposed project is subject to Renewable Energy 
Approval (REA) under the Green Energy Act.

• Draft REA package was released for 90 day review in 
Dec 2009 for the Municipality and 60 day review for 
the public in January 2010. 

• Our last PIC was held in March 2010. 
• Changes have been made to the project to be 

compliant with REA requirements and to respond to 
your concerns and preferences.

• Final REA package to be submitted to the Ministry of 
the Environment in June/July 2011.



Partnership with 
Mnidoo Mnising Power Corporation
NPI has entered into a 50/50 partnership with Mnidoo Mnising Power 
Corporation to build and operate the McLean’s Mountain Wind Farm. 

Mnidoo Mnising Power (MMP) is a corporation formed, by the United 
Chiefs and Councils of Mnidoo Mnising (UCCMM), to engage in 
renewable energy projects on their traditional lands, in order to 
protect First Nations’ rights, heritage and ensure the future for First 
Nations’ youth. 

Membership of MMP includes: M'Chigeeng First Nation; Sheguiandah
First Nation; Sheshegwaning First Nation; Aundeck Omni Kaning First 
Nation; Whitefish River First Nation; and Zhiibaahaasing First Nation.



“The United Chiefs and Councils of Mnidoo Mnising are 
committed to the thoughtful and responsible development 
of our natural resources, where our families’ needs are 
addressed and that provides a better future for our young 
people. Our shared ownership with Northland Power is an 
important model of how First Nations can work closely with 
the private sector and government on something that both 
benefits our people and supports the Province of Ontario’s 
leadership in renewable energy.”

“As First Nations people, we are proud that the Mnidoo 
Mnising Power project will gather our resources and harness 
nature to create clean and renewable energy in harmony with 
Mother Earth as the giver and sustainer of life. With this 
project we are travelling full circle from our roots to the future.

We will harness our people’s own energy to determine our 
destiny and bring hope to century old problems. The vision of 
our people to bring opportunities, protect our rights, preserve 
our heritage and ensure the future for today’s families and 
tomorrow’s youth”.

Partnership with 
Mnidoo Mnising Power Corporation

- UCCMM Tribal Chair Chief Shining Turtle



Project Description
• Construction of 24 - 2.5 MW GE 2.5xl wind turbines.
• Total generation capacity of 60 MW of electricity. 
• Wind farm infrastructure to include:

– A115 kV electrical transmission line to connect the project to 
the provincial grid at Goat Island (with a submarine crossing of
the North Channel);

– A transformer will be used to increase the electrical voltage 
from 34 kV to 115 kV; 

– Wind turbine site access roads;
– Electrical collection system – underground wherever possible, 

overhead in sensitive areas; 
– Wind turbine site that will allow assembly and erection of the 

wind turbines;
– Meteorological towers (4) already installed and operating; and
– On-site Operations and Maintenance building.



How has the Project Changed?
• Reduction in the number of turbines 

– All turbines are now south of Morphet’s Side Road.
– 43 turbines in 2009  
– 33 turbines in 2010  
– 24 turbines in 2011
– NPI received a Feed-In Tariff (FIT) Contract for 60MW in 2010. 
– Based on public comments and feedback NPI further reduced the number 

of wind turbines in order to:
• Reduce the visual impact. Northland Power removed the highest 

performing turbines (turbines #1, #2, #4).
• Removed some turbines along Honora Bay to address concerns.
• Reducing the number of wind turbines to 24 decreases the amount of 

land clearing, site preparation and access road construction to 
preserve more of the natural environment.

– Removal of some turbines to avoid direct impact to wetlands. We have 
considered all types of wetlands: provincially significant, MNR noted 
wetlands and new identified wetlands through the environmental review 
process. 



How has the Project Changed?
• Increasing the generator size and tower height of the wind 

turbines allows more energy to be produced with fewer turbines.
– Tower heights were increased from 80 m to 100 m.
– Generator size increased from 1.8 MW to 2.5 MW. 
– Public wanted NPI to increase the effectiveness of wind power while reducing 

the footprint of the project. 
• Thirty (30) wind turbines sites are being permitted. Twenty-four 

(24) sites will be built. These are indicated on the following maps. 
The remaining six (6) turbines will only be looked at on a one-by 
one basis if a major flaw is anticipated with an original site. 
– Each of the 30 sites have been investigated thoroughly to meet all REA 

regulatory requirements. 
• Refinement of transmission line route on Goat Island.

Your comments were the drivers 
of these changes!



Transmission Line 

To avoid natural drainage 
and sensitive habitat on 
Goat Island NPI routed the 
transmission line to have 
the least amount of 
environment impact 
possible. This portion of the 
transmission line will be 
buried. 

115 kV Transmission Line
Typical single pole 115kV structure



Map of Project Layout Changes 
(2009-2011)



Project Layout



Project Communications 
& Consultation

• Northland Power has conducted 
communications and consultation 
activities with:

Provincial agencies
Local landowners
NEMI
Local interest groups

• Northland Power has engaged in communications and 
conversations with aboriginal communities and individuals 
that have an interest in the project.

• Northland Power maintains a project office in the local 
village that is permanently staffed and through a weekly 
newspaper column addresses key controversial issues 
regarding wind power generation and the McLean’s 
Mountain project and extends an open invitation for 
community consultation. Copies of these columns are on 
display at this meeting. 

• Northland Power is committed to continuing its consultation 
activities as the project moves from the planning stage to 
implementation.

• There will be additional public review and comment 
opportunities during the MOE REA review and approval 
process.



Key Comments from Previous PIC
• The Public expressed concerns regarding:

– Impacts to Tourism;
– Impacts to Natural Environment and Wildlife;
– Turbines in north portion of study area Turbine proximity to 

homes and seasonal dwellings, such as hunt camps;
– Geotechnical concerns including soft rock and gas pockets; 
– First Nations consultation;
– Health effects; and
– Sound Impacts.

• The revised project design responds to these 
concerns!



Community Concern:
Impacts to Tourism
• No negative effect to tourism expected. 
• Wind farms can have positive effects on the local 

tourism economy.
• Project is well removed from the Lake Huron shoreline. 

Westernmost turbine (#42) is over 3 km from shoreline; 
Easternmost turbine (#9) is 1.5 km from shoreline. 

• Local tourism associations may use wind turbines to 
promote “green tourism”. 

• Northland Power’s Quebec projects report regular, 
casual and organized visits. During the summer of 
2008, a single project received 3500 visitors. 



Community Concern:
Impacts to the Natural Environment
and Wildlife
• Extensive studies on the natural environment have been 

conducted for the proposed project, all in consultation with the
MOE and MNR. 

• The Natural Environment Assessment concluded that the risk to 
rare, threatened and endangered species in the area is low and 
minimal significant adverse effects are anticipated. Additional field 
work was conducted in 2010 as per the MNR direction.  

• Some turbines have been removed and some changes were 
made to the turbine and road locations to avoid wetland areas 
that now have to be avoided under the REA process. 



Community Concern:
Effect on Property Values
• Two recent, Ontario-based studies were presented at the last PIC, both 

concluded that there has been no measurable effect on property 
values, as a result of the Prince Wind Farm near Sault Ste. Marie and 
in Chatham-Kent, where there are multiple wind farms. 

• It is also our understanding that since the McLean’s Mountain Wind 
Farm has been in advanced development stages adjacent properties
including Farms have been sold at quite appreciated values.

• MPAC uses market and sales analysis to determine property values
and has provided an outline of how they assess properties. In 2009, 
MPAC stated that “To date, MPAC’s analysis of sales does not indicate 
that the presence of wind turbines that are either abutting or in 
proximity to a property has either a positive or negative impact on its 
value.”



Community Concern:
Turbine Proximity to Homes and 
Seasonal Dwellings
• The Province of Ontario has some of the most stringent regulations in 

North America regarding wind turbine siting and sounds restrictions and 
Northland Power intends to meet or exceed these regulations. It is 
important to note that although wind energy is relatively new to Ontario, 
it’s a very well-established and proven form of electrical generation 
around the world. For more than thirty (30) years, tens of thousands of 
people have been living near wind turbines with no ill effects. 

• The McLean’s Mountain Wind Farm meets all applicable REA setbacks 
of 550 m to sensitive receptors. 

• The MOE has identified in the Green Energy Act what a sensitive 
receptor is. These definitions were posted at our previous PIC. 

• The closest receptor to a turbine is 698 m.
• The average distance between any of the 30 permitted Turbine sites and 

a receptor is well over 1.3 km.  



Community Concern:
Geotechnical Impacts

• Geotechnical tests show that the rock near the surface is fractured 
and permeable and therefore unlikely to contain gas. 

• The process of taking core samples at all 30 sites to be permitted is 
now complete. 

• The foundations that will be used for the turbines on this site are the 
same as the ones used in locations with sandy soil. The large spread 
foundation disperses the mass of the turbine equally over a 
significant footprint to enhance its stability.

• Given the shallow depth of the foundations, 
three (3) m and the fractured and permeable 
nature of the geology, no measurable 
effects on ground water flow is expected. 

• NPI will be undertaking potable water                           
surveys to ensure no impacts to 
local residents.



Community Concern:
Health Effects
• Infrasound or low frequency noise emissions were 

characteristics of some of the earlier models of wind turbines. 
This was attributed to early designs. This phenomenon does 
not occur with modern upwind turbine technology.

• The May 2010 report on The Potential Health Impacts of 
Wind Turbines, Chief Medical Officer of Health concludes 
that:

“…low frequency sound and infrasound from current 
generation upwind model turbines are well below the 
pressure sound levels at which known health effects occur. 
Further, there is no scientific evidence to date that vibration 
from low frequency wind turbine noise causes adverse 
health effects”.



Community Concern:
Sound Impacts

• MOE noise restriction limit of 40 dBA will be met for all 
recognized noise receptors. 

• All of the proposed wind turbines are greater than 698 m 
away from any residence, so there should clearly be no issue.  

• The wind turbine layout has been designed to meet MOE 
noise guidelines, as outlined in the “Interpretations for 
Applying MOE NPC Technical Publications to Wind Turbine 
Generators”.

• Sound modelling assumes receptors to be downwind of all 
surrounding turbines.


